Regular readers of these pages will know that I have always had a deep interest in the managerial aspect of golf club life. Warped though I may be, I like nothing better than to pick over the bones of a golf clubs financial capitulation ...
get round this assault course in two hours or less, a quick refreshment
while doing so. This man using the
that is called a clubhouse and they
hours or less, a quick refreshment
his little gold mine each year with-
torture here, in fact our farming
bank and try not to laugh too much
out once resorting to advertising. If
what limited for this type of golf. If
friend can get 50,000 punters round
Date”. None of your five hours of
takes that is made
ar four of say 420 odd yards in
suffers from the once only syn-
drome. The visitors make a single
at playing it and when hav-
ing been well and truly humiliated
the experience and/or run out of
golf balls, they never return. So if I
may again use the opposite hypoth-
esis, how about a course that is
made to flatter, a course so easy that
even the most inept weekend duf-er can legitimately claim to
produce similar scores to that of
Tiger. We are talking huge fairways,
monster flat greens, bunkers that
are miles out of play and all holes
at the minimum length. I would
modify the hole cutter to double the
size and introduce a local rule that
allows a free drop from anything
you don’t much like the look of I
also notice that if you are playing a
par four of say 420 odd yards in
length, by some strange anomaly of
the rules of golf, it miraculously
transforms from a par four if you happen to
be female. Based on this principal,
I would bring in a series of local
rules whereby an addition of one
will be made to the courses par for
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